The Pursuit of

Operational Excellence

Operational Excellence is
not easy to define.

Often, we end up with definitions that

And on top of that we end up with so many

seem plausible in an academic sense,

diﬀerent interpretations of what “Opera-

such as “Being world class,” or “Excellence in everything we do,” but are diffi-

tional Excellence” is that organisations lack
a precise definition and a roadmap to follow for achieving it.

cult to translate into practical actions.
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The key to success in achiev-

Equipped4Thinking™ frameworks are de-

ing Operational Excellence

(and teams) address challenges, solve

signed to help change the way businesses

starts with the right definition,

problems and develop opportunities by fo-

one that everyone, at all lev-

conversations.

els of the operation, can un-

cusing on creating structured and logical

For instance, to properly define Opera-

derstand and know how to

tional Excellence, we first need to ask

achieve.

the nature of continuous improvement, the

some tough, fundamental questions about
most important of which centres around a

That way, each employee will see that con-

misconception regarding the purpose of

tinuous improvement eﬀorts are not about

continuous improvement itself.

eliminating waste or lowering cost.
Rather, the end goal is to

It’s easy to see (now

have operations play a key

more than ever before)

part in creating and deliver-

that businesses need to

ing products or services
that customers want - to

invest time in quality

establish sustainable suc-

thinking when develop-

cess.

ing smarter solutions to

Effective thinking at work

their challenges.

In order to improve the outcome and make meaningful impacts more
quickly, business needs to understand the
important dynamics involved. It needs a
framework for structured and rigorous
thinking supported by logic and reason.
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Designed for smarter thinking

The Equipped4Thinking™ Discovery Frame-

closely dependent set of dimensions that

work is designed to encourage group col-

when connected properly – in the service

laboration and creativity.

of the most valuable audiences – will opti-

It finds out what a business or team
knows, what they don’t know and what
they need to know about a specific challenge, problem or opportunity.

mise the priorities of the whole system.
By applying these visual frameworks to
agreed exam questions (visualisation being
an aid to understanding) and using holistic
thinking you will give your operational ex-

The Discovery Framework looks at the

cellence programme the form and logic

challenge, problem or opportunity in the

needed for sustainable change.

round. It makes visible the underlying and
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With you we will co-create a new way
of imagining and envisioning the possibilities. It is all about making sure you
start the journey knowing the critical
contexts of the issue being considered.
There is a clear logic underpinning the Discovery Framework. We refer to this as the
Business Equation™. The conversations
build up in a deliberate sequence to bring

The Discovery Framework ensures:
• Shared and aligned team goals
• Clarity on the market context operated
within
• Far clearer understanding of future scenarios
• The emergence of a powerful message
that embraces the whole story

to the surface a coherent and more fundamental appreciation of the challenge and
the opportunity. As you work through the
11-module Framework over one or two
days, you will strip away all the preconceptions and semantics to reveal the essence

• An analysis of current capability
• Consideration of timing implications
• Practical and meaningful outcomes for
wider sharing of discussions

of the issue. Everyone taking part always
considers the business – or the part of the
business under scrutiny – in terms of the
whole.
The 11 modules brings to the surface a co-

• Accelerated insight and value for the
team
• A faster and aligned start towards the development of a strategy

herent and more fundamental appreciation of the current reality.
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Designed to build on smarter thinking

Once the business has established the

Where Discovery provides context and

challenges that emerged from the Dis-

alignment, Development creates the foun-

covery framework the next step is the

dation and structure for action.

Equipped4Thinking™ Development

It’s outcomes are clear and its modules rig-

Framework which enables the key con-

orous in terms of reaching clear definitions

versations that connect the team to the

and principles.

strategies and solutions – to the real
business ambition.
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It is particularly relevant when aligning
a team around the key strategies towards the business outcome.
Additionally, developing that compelling
story for the business – describing the reality within all solutions, creating transformational roadmaps, indeed all challenges at
the core of business life.
The Equipped4Thinking™ Development
Framework is designed to create and then
connect correct strategies and solutions to
business goals.

The Development Framework ensures:
• A clear framework for strategy that is
linked to business ambition
• A set of agreed metrics for signifying success
• A shared and aligned vision for the business
• The key strategic initiatives, programmes
and plans
• A set of business imperatives that drive
from the challenge to ensuring the vision
and ambitions

Its eight modules force a meaningful and
logical story. It will provide everything that

• The organisational model required to de-

is needed for an articulate and coherent

liver and sustain the vision and the val-

strategy.

ues, capabilities and culture needed to
achieve it
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Although the initial Development Framework can be created in a day or two, in reality the development of strategy usually lasts several months – because of continual
framework refinement or as a result of a widening of the engagement and involvement of
the organisation in evolving or embracing the strategy.

Would you like to visualise what success might look like?
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For More Information

Surrey Oﬃce: +44 (0) 1483 420550
Leeds Oﬃce +44 (0) 113 2940375
E-mail: info@tealconsulting.co.uk
Website: www.tealconsulting.co.uk
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